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Abstract

Thepresent paper investigates the performance of open-ended and growth-oriented equity

schemes for the period from January 2016 to December 2016 during this period of transition in

Oman economy. The returns of the selected mutual funds schemes are calculated using available

Daily closing NAV of the fundschemes. The data is collected from the websites of Muscat

Securities market and average return for each month is computed. The risk on returns is

computed using Sharpe’s ratio and Trenyor’s ratio to understand the intensity of the fund

affected by systematic risk, volatility of the fund and market risk.

The researcher has used quantitative research type and analytical type of research design

for the purpose of the study. The data collected is purely secondary in nature from the Muscat

Securities Market The statistical tools such asbeta, systematic and unsystematic risk and the risk

adjusted performance measures as suggested by Sharpe’s and Treynor’s measures are employed.

From the study, it is clearly depicted that Vision Investment Services GCC Fund and

Oryx Fund, are been very efficiently managed by their fund managers who are able to understand

and analyze Oman and other GCC markets very well. The study reveals that the sharpe’s ratio

for twelve months is recorded and it is negative for few months. It is also noticeable that Oryx

Fund manages security risk more efficiently than the Vision Investment fund GCC and Majan

fund. The average treynor’s ratio of Vision Investment Fund is efficient in handling market risk

better than Oryx and Majan fund. Based on the analysis of the mutual funds in Oman with

respect to the performance of the selected mutual funds, the researchers are able to conclude that



Mutual Funds in Oman still are one of the most viable options for the Omani residents and for

the International Investor who wish to invest their funds in theses avenues.
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Introduction

A “mutual fund” is aninvestment company that pools money from many investors and

invests the combined holdings in a single portfolio of securities that is professionally managed.

To manage risk, the fund’s manager attempts to diversify the fund’s investments according to the

fund’s investment objective. Funds generally invest in a variety of investments, including

International stocks, bonds, money market instruments or any combination of these. Individual

investors own shares of the fund, whereas the fund or the investment company owns the

underlying investments chosen by the manager1.There are variousfinancial avenues available for

the investors but mutual fund is one of the most attractive and safest financial investment, which

plays a prominent role in providing new opportunities for investors and also improves the

economy. The mutual funds have become the investor’s vehicle of choice for long term

investment2 and maximizes the wealth of the investors by diversified investment of funds for 10-

15 years.

Historical View on Mutual Fundsin Oman

The mutual fund entered the Arabian frontiers during 1979 in the Kingdom of Saudi

Arabia. The National Commercial Bank Al Ahli founded the first Mutual fund under the name

of “AlAhli Short Term Dollar Fund”. The rules governing mutual funds in Saudi Arabia were

issued 14 years after that date, i.e. by the beginning of 19933. As a result, to this successful

experiment, Saudi banks continued in issuing a lot of different mutual funds. Kuwait was the

second Arabian country after KSA to   have mutual funds.  Its experimental trail started in 1985

then after nearly a decade some Arabian countries followed such as:  Egypt, Bahrain and Oman

1. Investment Company Institute. (2007), ,“A Guide to Mutual fund”, Washington, DC 20005-2148202/326
5800 www.ici.org.

2. Babar Zaidi. (2016), “Here are equity mutual funds ideal for long-term financial investment goals”, ET
Bureau, updated: Aug 23, 2016, 04.50 PM IST, accessed on 12.04.2017,
http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/articleshow/53808375.cms?utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_medi
um=text&utm_campaign=cppst

3. Dr. RupeetKaur.(2013), “An Empirical Study On The Performance Evaluation Of Oryx Mutual Fund In
Oman”, International Journal of Marketing, Financial Services & Management Research, ISSN 2277- 3622
Vol.2, No. 9, September, Online available at www.indianresearchjournals.com accessed on 12.04.2017.



in 1994, Morocco in 1995, Lebanon in 1996 and finally Jordan in 1997. Mutual funds in Oman

were launched for the first time in the year 1995 and regulated by Capital Market Authority.

There are around 17 mutual funds in operation and the sixteen others are focused on investment

in the equities either listed at Muscat Securities Market (MSM) or in GCC countries which

provides an investment alternative for the residents in Oman.

With the recent decline in oil prices across the globe, there is a subsequent decline in the

economic performance of the financial sector in the entire Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)

countries. This has directly affected the investment climate and also the performance of the

mutual funds, as they were launched only when the financial marketsin Oman reached a maturity

stage4.

As funds invested in GCC countries is an emerging market, it is subjected to risk and more

volatile when compared globally with other leading stock markets. The investors should focus

more on liquid stocks as there is no guarantee of wealth maximization is achieved all the times.

Rationale of the Study

The rationale for this research is to find out available opportunities for the mutual fund

industry in Oman in terms of new funds with more value added features that could attract the

inventors locally.In this context, evaluationof mutual funds has become essential in this current

scenario.Mutual Funds as one of the investment options have not been very popular particularly in

the Middle East counties despite of huge investment potential. It provides various benefits such as

diversification, professional management, liquidity of investment, low initial investment, reduced

risks, tax benefits etc. for the investors. Investors in the region have long been skeptical of the

safety and returns of the investment options as the awareness about investment has been low for

most of the investors of the region .The financial sector particularly the mutual funds in Oman

market have shown limited potential to attract investors. It becomes relevant to study the relation

between risk-return which in turn determines the performance of a mutual fundscheme.

This study aims to analyze the Performance of Selected Mutual Fund Schemes in Oman.

The primary objective of the study is to determine the performance of the selected mutual funds

4. Dr. RupeetKaur.(2013), “An Empirical Study On The Performance Evaluation Of Oryx Mutual Fund In
Oman”, International Journal of Marketing, Financial Services & Management Research, ISSN 2277- 3622
Vol.2, No. 9, September, Online available at www.indianresearchjournals.com accessed on 12.04.2017.



such as Oryx Fund, Majan Fund, and Vision Investment Fund in Oman using Sharpe’s Ratio and

Treynor’s Ratio.

Scope of the Study

The scope of the study is limited to the performance of open-ended and growth-oriented

equity schemes in Oman for the period January 2016 to December 2016 and the performance of

the selected mutual fund schemes such as Oryx Fund, Majan Fund, and Vision Investment Fund

is only taken for the study.

Significance of the Study

The need for evaluating the performance of mutual fundschemes in Oman arises to

identify the competency of schemes and find out various schemes that could be offered to the

investors. Though the success of anyscheme depends upon the competence of the management

and its soundness, the mutual fund investment companies has to motivate and create awareness

among the investors to invest their affordable amount on diversified portfolio in different sectors

depending upon their interests and risks.

Review of Literature

The review of literature is a brief description about mutual funds research work

conducted in Oman as well as in abroad. Since the concept of mutual fund evolved, measuring

the performance of mutual funds has been the focus of numerous researchers all over the world.

Some of these studies have been reviewed in the following paragraphs in order to establish the

research gap and need for the present study.

Agrawal, Deepak, (2007), in his article titled "Measuring Performance of Indian Mutual Funds",

examined that since the development of the Indian Capital Market and deregulations of the

economy in 1992 it has come a long way with lots of ups and downs. The study revealed that the

performance is affected by saving and investment habits of the people; at the second side the

confidence and loyalty of the fund manager and rewards affects the performance of the mutual

fund industry5.

5Agrawal, Deepak, (2007), "Measuring Performance of Indian Mutual Funds", International Journal of Accounting

Research, accessed on 23.1.2017



PariharDeepika, (2009), in his study 'Analyzing Investors' Attitude towards Mutual Funds as an

Investment Option', The ICFAI Journal of Management Researchrevealed that mutual funds are

financial intermediaries concerned with mobilizing savings of those who have surplus and the

canalization of these savings in those avenues where there is a demand for funds6.

Hussein A. Abdou, (2010), in his study on ‘An Evaluation of Equity Diversified Mutual Funds:

The case of the Indian market’, Investment Management and Financial Innovationsevaluates the

performance of diversifying equity mutual fund in which study state that there is a positive

relationship between risk and return7.

JelenaVidovic, (2011), in American Journal of Operations Research published an article titled

‘Performance of Risk Measures in Portfolio Construction on Central and South East European

Emerging Markets’, has stated the different risk measure techniques for central and south- east

European emerging markets result shows that conditional value at risk tools provide the stable

return of portfolio while mean absolute deviation result show the highest variation of portfolio8.

Dr. RupeetKaur. (2013), in the article “An Empirical Study on the Performance Evaluation of

Oryx Mutual Fund in Oman “, published in International Journal of Marketing, Financial

Services & Management Research, aims to examine the performance of Oryx Mutual Fund in

Oman. To evaluate the performance of fund a sample of six years has been selected on the basis

of monthly returns compared to benchmark returns. For this purpose, statistical tools average,

standard deviation, beta, co-efficient of determination, systematic and unsystematic risk and the

risk adjusted performance measures suggested by Treynor (1965), Sharpe (1966) and

5. Parihar, Deepika (2009), 'Analyzing Investors' Attitude towards Mutual Funds as an Investment Option', The

ICFAI Journal of Management Research, accessed on 23.1.2017.

6. Hussein A. Abdou, (2010) ‘An Evaluation of Equity Diversified Mutual Funds: The case of the Indian market’,

Investment Management and Financial Innovations, accessed on 23.1.2017.

7. JelenaVidovic (2011), “Performance of Risk Measures in Portfolio Construction on Central and South East

European Emerging Markets”, American Journal of Operations Research accessed on 23.1.2017.



Fama‟s(1972) measures are employed. The return analysis reveals that the scheme‟s

performance has outperformed the benchmark. However, the variability in return of scheme is

less than the variability in return of market9.

Khaliquzzaman Khan Syed AhsanJamil Mohammad Ahmar. (2016), in the

article“Performance evaluation of mutual funds in Oman: An investors’ perspective”,published

in Journal of Business and Retail Management Research the study aims to analyze the

performances of mutual funds in Oman on the basis of risk and return criteria using different

tools such as Sharpe ratio, Treynor ratio, and Jensen Alpha. The basic objective of the study is to

provide to the investors a comparative study of the performances of the various mutual funds on

offer in Oman and give an insight about the possible good choices to invest. The study concludes

that mutual funds in Oman during the last five years have been performing consistently and

earning good returns for its investors10.

Oman was confronted with two challenges: high liquidity and inflation until late 2008. The

slump in the world oil market and the emergence of the global financial and economic crisis

reduced Oman’s budget surplus significantly in 2009, and slowed the pace of investment and

development projects. By using enhanced oil recovery techniques, Oman succeeded in increasing

oil production in 2009, giving the country more time to diversify. Oman is actively pursuing a

development plan that focuses on diversification, industrialization and privatization, with the

objective of reducing oil sector’s contribution to GDP to (9%) in 2020. The global economic

recovery will have a positive impact on the economy. The review of literature on the theme of

the present study indicates that though various research on performance of mutual fund have

8. Dr. RupeetKaur. (2013), “An Empirical Study On the Performance Evaluation of Oryx Mutual Fund In Oman “,

International Journal of Marketing, Financial Services & Management Research,ISSN 2277-3622Vol.2, No. 9, Pg

No 25-30, Online available at www.indianresearchjournals.comaccessed on 18.3.2017.

9. Khaliquzzaman Khan Syed AhsanJamil Mohammad Ahmar. (2016), “Performance evaluation of mutual funds in

Oman: An investors’ perspective”, Journal of Business and Retail Management Research 10(2):111-117. accessed

on 18.3.2017.



been conducted by various scholars, the researcher intended to explore the performance of the

mutual fund in the current scenario.

The researcher attempts to answer following questions to explore the research gap.

 What is the relationship of NAV of all mutual funds with market based index[MSM]?

 How the mutual funds hold more potential for investors in Oman?

 What are the potential areas for further research?

Therefore, the researcher has undertaken this study to measure the performance of the mutual

funds in Oman.

Research objectives

1) To evaluate the performance of selected open ended schemes on mutual funds in Oman.

2) To measure the risk- return relationship and market volatility of the selected mutual funds.

3) To examine the performance of selected schemes by using Sharpes’and Treynor’s model.

Research Methodology

The study uses an inductive approach, where it does not involve formulation of

hypotheses, it starts with research questions, aim and objectives that need to be achieved during

the research process. The study is analytical in nature. The researcher collected data from various

sources like annual reports, websites and from Muscat Securities Market are used to analyze the

data and evaluate the performance of mutual funds of selected mutual fund schemes in

Oman.The present study is based on secondary data which is collected from various sources like

published annual reports of the different companies, online bulletins, journals, books, magazines,

brochures, newspapers and other published and online material. The daily returns for the

mentioned schemes have been collected from the website www.msm.gov.om and

www.gulfbase.comTheday wise returns are collected for the year 2016. The population of the

study are identified hasopen ended and growth oriented equity mutual fund schemes in Muscat

Securities Market for measuring the performance of the mutual funds for the study.The mutual

funds schemes such asBank Muscat Oryx Fund – Bank Muscat, Majan Capital Fund – The

Financial Corporation Co. and Vision Al Khair GCC Fund – Vision Investment Services Co. are

the few samples identified for the purpose of the study.



The statistical tool used for the study is Sharpe Ratio and Treynor Ratio to measure the

performance of the mutual funds available in Oman. For research purpose the day wise NAV

data of mutual funds available in the website of Muscat Securities Market (www.msm.gov.om)

from January’ 2016 to December’2016. are taken from January 2016 to December’2016 for the

selected mutual funds. These funds are selected on the basis of open ended and growth oriented

equity funds ranking.

Tools for Data Analysis

The following are the tools used for data analysis are Sharpe’s Ratio and Treynor’s ratio.

Sharpe Ratio: It is developed by Nobel laureate William F. Sharpe to measure risk adjusted

performance. It is a measure of a fund’s return per unit of risk assumed. Sharpe ratio is

calculated by deducting the risk-free rate of return from the average monthly return for a

portfolio and dividing the result by the standard deviation of the portfolio returns. Higher ratio

indicates the better the fund’s historical risk-adjusted performance. Sharpe ratio is calculated

with the usage of following equation:Sp = (ARp – ARf) / σp,

Where, ARp = Average Fund Return ;ARf=  Average risk-free return, σp = Standard deviation

of fund returns; The benchmark comparison is Sm = (ARm-ARf) σm

Treynor Ratio: Treynor ratio is developed by Jack Treynor that measures return per unit of

systematic risk. It is similar to the Sharpe ratio, with the difference that the Treynor ratio uses

beta as the measurement of volatility. The scheme with the higher Treynor ratio offers a better

risk reward equation for the investor. It is also known as the “reward-to-volatility ratio”. Treynor

ratio is calculated for various funds as:Tp = ARp– ARf /ßp

Where,ARp = Average fund return; ARf = Average risk- free return, ß p = beta of the fund; The

benchmark comparison is (AR m – ARf)

Standard deviation: It shows the historical volatility. σx  =√Σ(Rx-Rx¯ )²/N



Data Analysis and Interpretation.

The data collected from the Muscat Securities Market website. The researcher collected

the Day wise NAV value for the year 2016, to identify the performance of the fund for the

selected Mutual Funds. The performance of the fund is measured by using statistical tools

Sharpe’s and Treynor’s Model.The Sharpe Ratio is a measure for calculating risk-adjusted

return, and this ratio has become the industry standard for such calculations. The Sharpe ratio is

the average return earned in excess of the risk-free rate per unit of volatility or total risk.The

Treynor Ratio is a performance metric that measures the effective return adjusted for market The

investment beta measures the investment volatility relative to the market volatility. This is

known as the systematic risk, or the risk associated with the entire market.Systematic risk cannot

be reduced by diversification and arises from changes in the business cycle, the political climate

or economic policy. The primary advantage to the Treynor Ratio is that it indicates the volatility

a stock brings to an entire portfolio.  The Treynor Ratio should be used only as a ranking

mechanism for investments within the same sector.  When presented with investments that have

the same return, investments with higher Treynor Ratios are less risky and better managed.The

below are the following analysis made to find out the performance of the mutual funds.

Table No: 1

2016
Sharpe’s Ratio

Oryx Fund Majan  Fund Vision   Fund

January -291% -470% -220%

February 617% -198% 0.296%

March -9% -263% -274%

April 61% -160% -102%

May -153% -579% -499%

June -5926% -333% -363%

July -107% -212% 84%

August -422% -397% -536%



September infinite -110% -111%

October -291% -470% -220%

November -108% -396% -13%

December -287% -5697% -231%

Average -629% -774% -207%

Interpretation

The above table depicts the Sharpe’s ratio for the selected mutual funds for the year 2016.It is

also noticeable that Oryx Fund manages security risk more efficiently than the Vision Emerging

GCC and Majan fund.

Table No: 2

2016
Treynor’s Ratio

Oryx Fund Majan  Fund Vision   Fund

January -4% -321% -89%

February 11% -118% 0.067%

March -0.328% -263% -38%

April 6% -87% -428%

May -165% -287% -59%

June
-137% -217% -39%

July -84% -95% 7%

August -10% -232% -60%

September 8% -2199% -462%

October -4% -321% -89%

November -85% -192% -441%



December -225% -2123% -30%

Average -57% -538% -144%

Interpretation

The above table depicts the Sharpe’s ratio for the selected mutual funds for the year 2016. The

average ratio of Vision Investment Fund is efficient in handling market risk better than Oryx and

Majan fund.

Finding of the Study

1. For the month of January 2016, it is found that Sharpe’s Index is negative for all the three-

selected mutual fund such as -291%, -470% and -220% which indicates that excess return is

negative when the expected return on the fund is lower than the risk-free interest rate. It is also

found that Treynor’s Ratio is also negative for the selected mutual funds such as -4%, -321% &

-89% and beta value is positive which means that the risk free rate is greater than the expected

return, and the beta is positive. This means that the fund manager has performed badly, taking

on risk but failing to get performance better than the risk-free rate.

2. It is found that Sharpe’s Index is positive for Oryx and Vision mutual fund such as 617% and

0.296% which indicates oryx fund performs better than the Vision mutual fund. The sharpe’s

ratio for Majan is -198% which indicates that excess return is negative when the expected return

on the fund is lower than the risk-free interest rate. It is also found that Treynor’s Ratio is also

negative for Majan mutual fund, whereas the other two fund’s Treynor ratio is 11% &  0.067%

for the month of February,2016.

3. The performance of the mutual fund for the month March 2016, it is found that Sharpe’s Index

is negative for all the three selected mutual fund such as -9%, -263% and -274% which

indicates that excess return is negative when the expected return on the fund is lower than the

risk-free interest rate. It is also found that Treynor’s Ratio is also negative for the selected

mutual funds such as -0.328%, -263% & -38%.

4. It is found that Sharpe’s Index is positive for Oryx fund i.e 61% where as for  the other two

selected mutual fund it is -160% and -102% which indicates that excess return is negative when



the expected return on the fund is lower than the risk-free interest rate. It is also found that

Treynor’s Ratio is positive for oryx fund whereas for the other two selected mutual funds it is -

87% & -428% for the month of April,2016 .

5. For the month of May, 2016, it is found that Sharpe’s Index is negative for all the three selected

mutual fund such as -153%, -579% and -499% which indicates that excess return is negative

when the expected return on the fund is lower than the risk-free interest rate. It is also found that

Treynor’s Ratio is also negative for the selected mutual funds such as -165%, -287% & -59%.

6. It is found that Sharpe’s Index is negative for all the three selected mutual fund such as -5926%,

-333% and -363% which indicates that excess return is negative when the expected return on

the fund is lower than the risk-free interest rate. It is also found that Treynor’s Ratio is also

negative for the selected mutual funds such as -137%, -217% & -39% for the month of

June,2016.

7. The performance for the month of July,2016, it is found that Sharpe’s Index and Treynor ratio is

positive for Vision Investment Mutual fund. It is found the Sharpe’s Ratio is negative for other

two selected mutual fund such as -107% and -212% which indicates that excess return is

negative when the expected return on the fund is lower than the risk-free interest rate. It is also

found that Treynor’s Ratio is also negative for the majan and oryx  mutual funds such as -84%

and -95% .

8. It is found that Sharpe’s Index is negative for all the three selected mutual fund such as -422%, -

397% and -536% which indicates that excess return is negative when the expected return on the

fund is lower than the risk-free interest rate. It is also found that Treynor’s Ratio is also negative

for the selected mutual funds such as -10%, -232% & -60% for the month of August, 2016.

9. For the month of September,2016, it is found that Sharpe’s Index is negative for majan and

vision mutual fund such as -110% and -111% which indicates that excess return is negative

when the expected return on the fund is lower than the risk-free interest rate. It is also found that

Treynor’s Ratio is also negative for majan and vision mutual funds such as -2199% & -462%

andTreynor’s Ratio value is positive for oryx fund.

10. It is found that Sharpe’s Index is negative for all the three selected mutual fund such as -291%, -

470% and -220% which indicates that excess return is negative when the expected return on the

fund is lower than the risk-free interest rate. It is also found that Treynor’s Ratio is also negative

for the selected mutual funds such as -4%, -321% & -89% for the month of October,2016.



11. The performance for the month of November, 2016 is found that Sharpe’s Index is negative for

all the three selected mutual fund such as -108%, -396% and -13% which indicates that excess

return is negative when the expected return on the fund is lower than the risk-free interest rate.

It is also found that Treynor’s Ratio is also negative for the selected mutual funds such as -85%,

-192% & -441%.

12. It is found that Sharpe’s Index is negative for all the three selected mutual fund such as -287%, -

5697% and -231% which indicates that excess return is negative when the expected return on

the fund is lower than the risk-free interest rate. It is also found that Treynor’s Ratio is also

negative for the selected mutual funds such as -225%, -2132% & -30% for the month of

December, 2016.

13. The sharpe’s ratio for twelve months is recorded and it is also noticeable that Oryx Fund

manages security risk more efficiently than the Vision Investment fund GCC and Majan fund.

14. The average treynor’s ratio of Vision Investment Fund is efficient in handling market risk better

than Oryx and Majan fund.

Suggestions for the Study

Amidst of the challenging market situation most of the funds such as Oryx and Vision

Investment Services mutual funds are performing well compared to the funds focused on local

markets. The mutual fundsa safe investment for most of the retail investors in the Oman and it is

one of the best option for future investment portfolio diversification and formulation. The fund

manager has to understand about the systematic risk and market risk. The fund manager should

have the knowledge of how to manage and reduce risk but getting a return better than the risk-

free rate.

1. The Investors should be made aware of the different avenues of mutual fund schemes such as

International funds and lifestylefunds.The fund management companies can conduct more

awareness programme for investors to motivate the investors to invest in Mutual funds.

2. The mutual fund companies should publicize Systematic Investment Plan and encourage

investors to invest more in SIP as it will help in compulsory savings.

3. Investors need to study the financial markets to understand the options available to them and

forecast a realistic market expectation of future performance. Setting realistic expectations

about investments and about market performance is an important part of the investment plan.

Securities do not always rise in value, and when they fall, the downturns can sometimes be



lengthy. A well-conceived, diversified personal investment plan can help against these

downturns, and give a measure of comfort during market volatility.

4. Investors need to build their investment plan keeping in view liquidity and financial

limitations.

5. Lack   of   professional   management   of   funds   is one   of the   main   factors

discouraging   investment   in   Mutual   Fund.   Professionals   with   a   good background and

record should be appointed to manage mutual fund. This will help to boost investor’s

confidence, which in  turn will  encourage investors  to save in Mutual fund.

6. All mutual funds involve investment risk, including the possible loss of principal. To

generate some returns a certain degree of risk is inevitable. This principle of investing is

known as the risk/ reward tradeoff. When forming a plan, therefore the investor needs to

understand his threshold risk tolerance levels.

Conclusion

From the analysis, it is clearly depicted that Vision Investment Services GCC Fund and

Oryx Fund, are been very efficiently managed by their fund managers who are able to understand

and analyze Oman and other GCC markets very well. The study reveals that the sharpe’s ratio

for twelve months is recorded and it is negative for few months. It is also noticeable that Oryx

Fund manages security risk more efficiently than the Vision Investment fund GCC and Majan

fund. The average treynor’s ratio of Vision Investment Fund is efficient in handling market risk

better than Oryx and Majan fund. Based on the analysis of the mutual funds in Oman with

respect to the performance of the selected mutual funds, the researchers are able to conclude that

Mutual Funds in Oman still are one of the most viable options for theOmani residents and for the

International Investor who wish to invest their funds in theses avenues. Asmutual funds remain a

safe investment for most of the retail investors in the Omanand itis one option worth looking into

for future investment portfolio diversification and formulation, the fund manager has to

understand about the systematic risk and market risk.The fund manager should have the

knowledge of how to manage and reduce risk but getting a return better than the risk free

rate.Investors need to establish financial goals with respect to the requirements from the

investment and time horizon for realizing these goals. Establishing goals helps to assess how

much money you need to invest, how much the investments must earn, and when the money will

be required.



Investors consider the mutual funds as non performing one as the Sharpe ratio is below than the

industry average risk adjusted return and mutual funds as risky as shares. Therefore,companies

should take corrective measures to improve their performance by emphasizing on the strong

features of their schemes such as high but taxbenefits and procedural understanding are low for

this investment avenue. The study reveals that it is necessary to educate investors about the

advantages of other mutual fund schemes such as fund of funds, international funds, and

lifestylefunds and so on. Further the investors could be protected by providing expect strong

grievance mechanism, regulations and expertadvice from mutual fund companies to enhance the

performance of the mutual funds.

Limitations of the Study

 The study is limited to one year only and day wise daily returns for the year 2016i.e from

January 2016 to December 2016 are complied.

 The data of this study has been primarily taken from published annual reports only.

 The study is limited to open ended equity schemes only.

 Performance evaluation of all schemes was not possible due to unavailability of data.

Scope for Further Research

The present study attempts to evaluate the performance of open ended equity mutual fund

and similar study can be done for mutual fund schemes and compared with the benchmark

Muscat Securities to identify the out performance and under performance of the mutual fund

schemes.
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